Human Nature
Don Closson provides an overview to how naturalism, pantheism
and Christian theism view human nature. He discusses questions
considering how each view deals with purpose, good and evil,
and death.
In the twenty-five years prior to 1993, the federal government
spent 2.5 trillion dollars on welfare and aid to cities. This
was enough money to buy all the assets of the top Fortune 500
firms as well as all the farmland in America at that time.(1)
As part of the Great War on poverty, begun by the Johnson
administration in the 1960’s, the government’s goal was to
reduce the number of poor, and the effects of poverty on
American society. As one administration official put it, “The
way to eliminate poverty is to give the poor people enough
money so that they won’t be poor anymore.”(2) Sounds simple.
But offering money didn’t get rid of poverty; in fact, just
the opposite has occurred. The number of children covered by
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program has gone
from 4.5 percent of all children in America in 1965, to almost
13 percent of all children in 1991. One of the reasons for
this increase has been the rapid deterioration of the family
for those most affected by the welfare bureaucracy. Since
1960, the number of single parent families has more than
tripled, reflecting high rates of children born out of wedlock
and high divorce rates.(3) Rather than strengthening the
family in America and ridding the country of poverty, just the
opposite has occurred. Why such disastrous results from such
good intentions?
Part of the answer must be found in human nature itself. Might
it be, that those creating welfare policy in the 1960’s had a
faulty view of human nature and thus misread what the solution
to poverty should be? In this essay I will look at how three
different world views–theism, naturalism, and pantheism–view
human nature. Which view we adopt, both individually and as a

people, will have a great influence on how we educate our
children, how and if we punish criminals, and how we run our
government.
Christian theism is often chided as being simplistic and
lacking in sophistication, yet on this subject, it is the
naturalist and pantheist who tend to be reductionistic. Both
will simplify human nature in a way that detracts from our
uniqueness and God-given purpose here on this planet. It
should be mentioned that the views of Christian theists,
naturalists, and pantheists are mutually exclusive. They might
all be wrong, but they cannot all be right. The naturalist
sees man as a biological machine that has evolved by chance.
The pantheist perceives humankind as forgetful deity, whose
essence is a complex series of energy fields which are hidden
by an illusion of this apparent physical reality. Christian
theism accepts the reality of both our physical and spiritual
natures, presenting a balanced, livable view of what it means
to be human.
In this essay I will show how Christian theism, naturalism,
and pantheism answer three important questions concerning the
nature of humanity. First, are humans special in any way; do
we have a purpose and origin that sets us apart from the rest
of the animal world? Second, are we good, evil, or neither?
Third, what happens when we die? These fundamental questions
have been asked since the written word appeared and are
central to what we believe about ourselves.

Are Humans Special?
One doesn’t usually think of Hollywood’s Terminator, as played
by Arnold Schwartzenegger, as a profound thinker. Yet in
Terminator II, the robot sent back from the future to protect
a young boy asks a serious question.
Boy: “You were going to kill that guy!”

Terminator: “Of course! I’m a terminator.”
Boy: “Listen to me very carefully, OK? You’re not a terminator
anymore. All right? You got that?! You just can’t go around
killing people!”
Terminator: “Why?”
Boy: “What do ya mean, Why? ‘Cause you can’t!”
Terminator: “Why?”
Boy: “Because you just can’t, OK? Trust me on this!”(4)
Indeed, why not terminate people? Why are they special? To a
naturalist, one who believes that no spiritual reality exists,
options to this question are few. Natural scientists like
astronomer Carl Sagan and entomologist E.O. Wilson find man to
be no more than a product of time plus chance, an accident of
mindless evolution. Psychologist Sigmund Freud and
existentialist philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre agree, humankind
is a biological machine, perhaps slightly more complex than
other animals, but governed by the same physical needs and
drives.
Yet as Mr. Spock of Star Trek fame put it in the original Star
Trek movie, logic and knowledge aren’t always enough. He
discovered this by mind melding with V-GER, a man made machine
that, after leaving our solar system, evolves into a thinking
machine elsewhere in the galaxy and returns to earth to find
its creator.(5) If logic and knowledge aren’t enough, where do
we turn to for significance or purpose? A naturalist has
nowhere to turn. For example, Sartre argued that man must make
his own meaning in the face of an absurd universe.(6) The best
that entomologist E. O. Wilson could come up with is that we
do whatever it takes to pass on our genetic code, our DNA, to
the next generation. Everything we do is based on promoting
survival and reproduction.(7)

Pantheists have a very different response to the question of
human purpose or uniqueness. Dr. Brough Joy, a medical doctor
who has accepted an Eastern view of reality, argues that all
life forms are divine, consisting of complex energy fields. In
fact, the entire universe is ultimately made up of this
energy; the appearance of a physical reality is really an
illusion.(8) Gerald Jampolsky, another doctor, argues that
love is the only part of us that is real, but love itself
cannot be defined.(9) This is all very consistent with
pantheism which teaches a radical monism, that all is one, and
all is god. But if all is god, all is just as it is supposed
to be and you end up with statements like this from the
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh:
There is no purpose to life; existence is non- purposive.
That is why it is called a leela, a play. Existence itself
has no purpose to fulfill. It is not going anywhere–there is
no end that it is moving toward…(10)
Christianity teaches that human beings are unique. We are
created in God’s image and for a purpose, to glorify God.
Genesis 1:26 declares our image-bearing nature and the mandate
to rule over the other creatures of God’s creation. Jesus
further delineated our purpose when he gave us the two
commandments to love God with all of our heart, soul, mind,
and strength, and to love our neighbor as ourselves. Romans
12:1 calls us to be living sacrifices to God. Unlike
naturalism or pantheism, the Bible doesn’t reduce us down to
either just our material, physical nature or to just our
spiritual nature. Christianity recognizes the real complexity
of humanity as it is found in our physical, emotional and
spiritual components.

Are We Good, Bad, or Neither?
To a naturalist, this notion of good and evil can only apply
to the question of survival. If something promotes survival,

it is good; if not, it is evil. The only real question is how
malleable human behavior is. B. F. Skinner, a Harvard
psychology professor, believed that humans are completely
programmable via classical conditioning methods. A newborn
baby can be conditioned to become a doctor, lawyer, or serial
killer depending on its environment.(11)
The movie that won “Best Picture” in 1970 was a response to
Skinner’s theories. A Clockwork Orange depicted a brutal
criminal being subjected to a conditioning program that would
create a violent physical reaction to just the thought of
doing harm to another person. Here is dialogue between the
prison warden and an Anglican clergyman after a demonstration
of the therapy’s effectiveness.
Clergyman: “Choice! The boy has no real choice! Has he? Self
interest! The fear of physical pain drove him to that
grotesque act of self-abasement! Its insincerity was clearly
to be seen. He ceases to be a wrongdoer. He ceases also to be
a creature capable of moral choice.”
Warden: “Padre, these are subtleties! We’re not concerned with
motives for the higher ethics. We are concerned only with
cutting down crime! (Crowd Applause) And with relieving the
ghastly congestion in our prisons! He will be your true
Christian. Ready to turn the other cheek! Ready to be
crucified rather than crucify! Sick to the very heart at the
thought even of killing a fly! Reclamation! Joy before the
angels of God! The point is that it works!”(12)
Stanley Kubrick denounced this shallow view of human nature
with this film, yet Skinner’s behaviorism actually allows for
more human flexibility than does the sociobiology of E. O.
Wilson, another Harvard professor. Wilson argues that human
emotions and ethics, in a general sense, have been programmed
to a “substantial degree” by our evolutionary experience.(13)
In other words, human beings are hard coded to respond to
conditions by their evolutionary history. Good and evil seem

to be beside the point.
Jean-Paul Sartre, another naturalist, rejected the limited
view of the sociobiologist, believing that humans, if
anything, are choosing machines. We are completely free to
decide who we shall be, whether a drunk in the gutter or a
ruler of nations. However, our choice is meaningless. Being a
drunk is no better or worse than being a ruler. Since there is
no ultimate meaning to the universe, there can be no moral
value ascribed to a given set of behaviors.(14)
Pantheists also have a difficult time with this notion of good
and evil. Dr. Brugh Joy has written,
In the totality of Beingness there is no absolute anything–no
rights or wrongs, no higher or lower aspects–only the
infinite interaction of forces, subtle and gross, that have
meaning only in relationship to one another.(15)
The Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh wrote,
I am totally passive. Whatsoever happens, happens. I never
question why, because there is no one to be asked.(16)
Christianity teaches that the universe was created by a
personal, moral Creator God, and that it was created good.
This includes humanity. But now creation is in a fallen state
due to rebellion against God. This means that humans are
inclined to sin, and indeed are born in a state of sinfulness.
This explains both mankind’s potential goodness and internal
sense of justice, as well as its inclination towards evil.

What Happens at Death?
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naturalist assumptions caused an obvious tension in Russell
regarding human nature. He wrote that people are “tiny lumps
of impure carbon and water dividing their time between labor
to postpone their normal dissolution and frantic struggle to
hasten it for others.”(17) Yet Russell also wrote shortly
before his death, “Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly
strong, have governed my life: the longing for love, the
search for knowledge, and unbearable pity for the suffering of
mankind.”(18) One has to ask why he would pity these selfcentered lumps of impure carbon and water?
Most people over forty begin to question the nature and
consequence of death. Some become obsessed with it. A recent
movie called Flatliners focused on what death might hold for
us. It involved a number of young doctors willing to die
temporarily, to find out what was on the other side.
Young Doctor #1: “Wait a minute! Wait! Quite simply, why are
you doing this?”
Young Doctor #2: “Quite simply to see if there is anything out
there beyond death. Philosophy failed! Religion failed! Now
it’s up to the physical sciences. I think mankind deserves to
know!” (19)
Philosophy has failed, religion has failed, now its science’s
turn to find the answers. But what can naturalism offer us?
Whether we accept the sociobiology of Wilson or the
existentialism of Sartre, death means extinction. If nothing
exists beyond the natural, material universe, our death is
final and complete.
Pantheists, on the other hand, find death to be a minor
inconvenience on the road to nirvana. Reincarnation happens to
all living things, either towards nirvana or further from it
depending on the Karma one accrues in the current life.
Although Karma may include ethical components, it focuses on
one’s realization of his oneness with the universe as

expressed in his actions and thoughts. Depending on the
particular view held, attaining nirvana is likened to a drop
of water being placed in an ocean. All identity is lost; only
a radical oneness exists.
Christianity denies the possibility of reincarnation and
rejects naturalism’s material-only universe. Hebrews 9:27
states, “Just as man is destined to die once, and after that
to face judgment…” It has always held to a linear view of
history, allowing for each person to live a single life,
experience death, and then be judged by God. Revelation
20:11-12 records John’s vision of the final judgment. “Then I
saw a great white throne and him who was seated on it. Earth
and sky fled from his presence, and there was no place for
them. {12} And I saw the dead, great and small, standing
before the throne, and books were opened. Another book was
opened, which is the book of life. The dead were judged
according to what they had done as recorded in the books.” All
three versions of what happens at death may be wrong, but they
certainly can’t all be right! We believe that based on the
historical evidence for Christ’s life and the dealings of God
with the nation of Israel, the Biblical account is
trustworthy. We believe that those who have placed their faith
in the redemptive work of Christ on the cross will spend
eternity in glorified bodies worshiping and fellowshiping with
their Creator God.

Evaluation & Summary
In his autobiography, entomologist E. O. Wilson writes that as
a young man he accepted Christ as his savior, but because of
what he perceived to be hypocrisy in the pulpit he walked away
from the church shortly after being baptized. Later at Harvard
University he sat through a sermon by Dr. Martin Luther King
Sr. and then a series of gospel songs sung by students from
the campus. He writes that he silently wept while the songs
were being sung and said to himself, “these are my

people.”(20) Wilson claims to be a naturalist, arguing that
God doesn’t exist, yet he has feelings that he can’t explain
and desires that do not fit his sociobiological paradigm. Even
the staunchly atheistic Jean-Paul Sartre, on his death bed,
had doubts about the existence of God and human significance.
Naturalism is a hard worldview to live by.
In 1991 Dr. L. D. Rue addressed the American Association for
The Advancement of Science and he advocated that we deceive
ourselves with “A Noble Lie.” A lie that deceives us, tricks
us, compels us beyond self-interest, beyond ego, beyond
family, nation, [and] race. “It is a lie, because it tells us
that the universe is infused with value (which is a great
fiction), because it makes a claim to universal truth (when
there is none), and because it tells us not to live for selfinterest (which is evidently false). `But without such lies,
we cannot live.'”(21) This is the predicament of modern man;
either he lives honestly without hope of significance, or he
creates a lie that gives a veneer of meaning. As William Lane
Craig writes in his book Reasonable Faith,
Man cannot live consistently and happily as though life were
ultimately without meaning, value or purpose. If we try to
live consistently within the atheistic worldview, we shall
find ourselves profoundly unhappy. If instead we manage to
live happily,
worldview.(22)
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The pantheist is little better off. Although pantheism claims
a spiritual reality, it does so by denying our personhood. We
become just another impersonal force field in an unending
field of forces. Life is neither going anywhere nor is there
hope that evil will be judged. Everything just is, let it be.
Neither system can speak out against the injustices of the
world because neither see humankind as significant. Justice
implies moral laws, and a lawgiver, something that both

systems deny exist. One cannot have justice without moral
truth. Of the three systems, only Judeo-Christian thought
provides the foundation for combating the oppression of other
humans.
In J.I. Packer’s Knowing God, Packer argues that human beings
were created to function spiritually as well as physically.
Just as we need food, water, exercise, and rest for our bodies
to thrive, we need to experience worship, praise, and godly
obedience to live spiritually. The result of ignoring these
needs will be the de-humanizing of the soul, the development
of a brutish rather than saintly demeanor. Our culture is
experiencing this brutishness, this destruction of the soul,
on a massive scale. Only revival, which brings about personal
devotion to Jesus Christ and the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit, will reverse this trend. Since we are truly made in
God’s image, we will find peace and fulfillment only when we
are rightly related to Him.
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